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Chapter 1
Space in the University Library –
An Introduction
Sarah Childs, Graham Matthews and Graham Walton

Introduction

The university library has been described as being ‘at the heart of the university’ (Urquhart 1977: 2). In recent years, however, the purpose and very existence of the building itself has been questioned (Campbell 2006). A number of trends have influenced this discussion, including technological changes such as the growth in e-resources, the changing student population, developments in learning and teaching, and diminishing budgets. At the same time, there has been a great investment in university library space both before and since the millennium, with major projects in England such as, for example, Lanchester Library, the University of Coventry (Noon 2008), the Information Commons at the University of Sheffield (Lewis 2010), the David Wilson Library, and the University of Leicester (Fyfe 2010) attracting attention and awards. The same is happening elsewhere in the world as can be seen from chapters elsewhere in the book.

In the United Kingdom (UK) there has also recently been a number of public library closures due to the ongoing consequences of the credit crunch of 2008 (Lissaman 2011). University libraries will be affected too as major changes in UK Higher Education funding policy are likely to lead to the further tightening of budgets (Vasagar 2011). In other parts of the world, there may be similar financial issues or not, but questions about the importance of library space in a digital age are still pertinent. This changing landscape has prompted the idea for this book, which aims to capture the issues, opportunities, trends, and purposes that impact upon university library spaces across the world. Both editors have long-standing experience as academic library practitioners and users, and involvement in research in the academic library and information sector. They have both been involved in studies into academic library spaces (Walton 2006, Bryant et al. 2009).

Careful thought was given as to what the book should be and also what it should not be. Its intention was never to provide a collection of images, diagrams, or pictures of university library buildings past, present, and future. Those looking for this material are directed to the ‘Designing Libraries’ (2012) web site and the myriad of images on the Internet (see examples through
references in chapters throughout this book). Its clear focus is to bring together the views and experiences of experts from across the world to highlight where university library physical space has come from and also where it is heading. Authors from Australia, Finland, Germany, UK, and USA consider a wide range of perspectives and opportunities which will help inform librarians from universities across the world as they develop their physical space. Senior managers in universities may find it informative to read the book to help them understand the issues and opportunities facing their institutions’ libraries. Students of information and library science will also find the book helpful as it pulls together views and practical experience on the history and development of university libraries.

Physical Library Space: The Shaping Trends Over the Years

Physical space has not just become a key concern such that commentators try and predict its future role and place. Indeed, a book entitled The Library of the Future was written nearly 75 years ago that attempted to predict what libraries would look like (Headicar 1936). With this in mind, the authors determined to look back to see what predictions about university libraries and space have been made. When commentators have been predicting the future of university libraries they have varied substantially in the amount of attention devoted to the concept of space. The issues about physical space that writers and researchers discuss have changed a great deal over time; they are captured in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Trends in university library space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Trends in University Library Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pre-1970s | • Lack of space  
          • Growing collections vs open access  
          • Microfiche as solution  
          • Accommodating catalogue cards                                                                 |
| 1970s   | • Lack of space  
          • Solutions to problems, e.g. microfiche, cooperation, deselection  
          • Some reservations about microfiche  
          • Separate library space for undergraduates  
          • Changes in learning and teaching methods encourage increased use of library space |
| 1980s   | • New technology as overriding concern, e.g. microcomputers, CD-ROMs  
          • Staff space also needs to adapt                                                                 |
| 1990s   | • Technology calls into question need for physical library  
          • Library as social space  
          • Changing pedagogy, e.g. group work  
          • Impact of increased student numbers                                                                   |
| 2000s   | • Library supports changing pedagogy, e.g. group discussion space, more social space  
          • Learning Commons  
          • Student population creating uncertainty  
          • Shared space  
          • Technology as huge driver of change  
          • Symbolic importance of libraries comes to fore  
          • Rival learning spaces                                                                                  |

Pre 1970s

(For details of the historical evolution of storage and study space in university libraries in the context of the development of universities, see Chapter 2.) For many university librarians in the UK and the USA in the early twentieth century, physical space was an issue of paramount importance. A common complaint in the literature is the idea of ‘running out of space’ (Rider 1944: 3). There are discussions of how to balance the ever-growing collections and the need for open access and space for scholars and students (Headicar 1936: 59); the idea of ‘deselection’ and weeding does not seem to be on the agenda. One of their major concerns for the future was how they would manage not only all their collections but the huge amount of space taken up by catalogue cards (Rider 1944). Authors from this period make the same kinds of prediction that occur right up to the present day, such as increased cooperation between different libraries (Rider 1944). Yet there
are some novel and interesting predictions. For example, a book by Fremont Rider envisaged a future where catalogue cards are on microfiche, and the content of books is not in a separate location in the library, but is incorporated onto the self-same catalogue card (Rider 1944). Whilst we may regard this today as a somewhat eccentric solution, it has relevance for contemporary accounts of the future. First, although this solution did not come to pass in its original form, are the e-resources we have in today’s libraries so far away from this solution? However, as discussed in further detail below, these kinds of ‘solution’ have not succeeded in satiating the demand for space. Secondly, it also demonstrates that technological developments have been viewed as a panacea in the past. Therefore, we should be cautious when considering the work of those writers who today see technological development as a means of reducing pressure on space in the future. (For a more detailed discussion on the concepts and theories relating to space in university libraries, see Chapter 3.)

1970s

For those writing on the future of the university library in the 1970s, the concept of space does not appear to be of major importance. If physical space was considered at all, it was primarily the lack of it (Orne 1977, Urquhart 1977). Again, most authors were concerned that there would no longer be the space for their book and journal collections. Very little attention was paid to how library patrons might use this space in the future, apart from a discussion of polytechnic libraries which mentions the problem of lack of seating (Rogerson 1977: 46). However, whilst it did not come up as a major theme by those predicting the future of the library, the ‘space factor’ does appear to be of ‘growing importance’ for those dealing on the ground with university libraries (Teague 1979: 119). There was a growing recognition that something needed to be done to actively manage space, as demonstrated by Teague when he states ‘we are no longer able to envisage unending growth of great library buildings. Rather we look to planned stock revision and withdrawal, co-operative ventures in single copy depositories for groups of libraries and microform copies of all occasionally required volumes’ (Teague 1979: 119). As we shall see, these solutions are still advocated today to solve the ‘space problem’.

There are further common threads emerging which resonate today, including uncertainty about future funding (Orne 1977), although its impact on physical space could well have very different consequences. Another trend which has echoes today is the idea of having a separate library for undergraduate students, in response to the difficulty that undergraduate students had in navigating the expanding library collections (Braden 1970). This also apparently was the result of ‘new teaching methods sending … [the undergraduate] to the library with greater frequency’ as, for example, ‘independent reading was being encouraged’ (Braden 1970: 1). This suggests that it is not true to say that learning and teaching methods
remained static until the latter part of the twentieth century, where the effect of changes in learning and teaching methods is dwelt upon far more in the literature. Already there is an understanding that technology will change the way library space is used, although clearly it is not understood just how much technology may change things (Smethurst 1977). For example, a book called Designing and Space Planning for Libraries from the period does not have a section devoted to technology, and the subject is mainly dealt with in terms of the amount of power that will be needed and the wires and cables (Cohen and Cohen 1979: 153). The idea of microfiche again comes up as a solution (Asleson 1978); practical experience of its use, however, has led to a certain caution in suggesting it as a cure-all for all space problems. It is suggested as a solution but is also perceived as having pitfalls, such as having to retain physical copies of all the items being microfiched (Asleson 1978).

1980s

Compared to the 1970s, there is far less literature available on the future of libraries and library space from the 1980s. This may indicate a lack of discussion of the subject on the ground, and a lack of problems around space, although this is by no means certain. What is notable in the literature that is available is that there is far greater recognition of the way that technology may affect the library (Kapp 1987, Lucker 1987). A book published in 1987 recommends the provision of a computer room in libraries as ‘a large majority of libraries and information centres can expect to be automated by 1995’ (Boss 1987: 104). Writers discuss a variety of different technologies coming in and impacting on library space in the present and the future – including microfiche, telefacsimiles, micro computers, CD-ROM workstations, and VCRs (Lucker 1987, Stahl 1987).

However, the themes from the 1970s continue in that physical space is seen as an issue mainly in discussions around how libraries will accommodate the burgeoning technology in all its different formats (Kapp 1987, Stahl 1987). Cohen and Cohen acknowledge that ‘the electronic revolution is beginning to have a major impact on library functions’ (Cohen and Cohen 1981: 4). The way that students and staff use the space in a practical way for learning and research does not seem to be a focus, as it is overshadowed by the huge and varied technological change occurring at the time. Another new idea is a mention of how staff space is inadequate, particularly in light of technological development (Lucker 1987). Overall, there is a great deal of uncertainty as to how space will change in the future as the huge variety of technology being introduced means writers feel cautious about making bold predictions. Nevertheless, technology is the major discussion point in the literature, perhaps to the detriment of other issues which seem to have fallen by the wayside.
The 1990s brought a greater awareness of the way that technological and other changes called into question the entire role of the physical library. Bloch and Hesse go as far as to say ‘we lie at a threshold moment in the history of libraries’ (Bloch and Hesse 1993: 1). There is now awareness that the library may disappear altogether, but most writers are unanimous in predicting a future for library buildings, albeit with a different purpose to that which the buildings served when they were writing (Lancaster 1993, Lucke 1993). Some writers discuss the impact of information being available online, though are dismissive of e-books (Line 1993, Raitt 1993). Predictions were starting to show an awareness of the ways that library users actually utilized space, even mentioning the social side of the library (Lucke 1993). The possible impact of new and future teaching methods, such as the increased use of group work, was also highlighted for the first time (Garrod 1999), as were wider issues in education, such as increased participation in higher education (Line 1993).

A key document of the 1990s which affected UK university libraries was the Follett Report (1993). This focused on the general situation for university libraries at a time of great change in the UK Higher Education sector, as polytechnics and colleges became universities. This included issues relating to physical space; for example, the way that space available in academic libraries had failed to keep pace with the huge increase in student numbers (Follett 1993). However, it was also important in that it made recommendations for the future to prevent this decline. As well as funding e-library projects, Follett also led to capital being spent on refurbishing and rebuilding libraries (Rusbridge 1998). This activity was a major contributor to the explosion in literature on library space in the twenty-first century.

2000 Onwards

The literature on the future of academic libraries has seen a marked increase over the past ten years as trends from the 1990s have accelerated and brought the question of physical space in academic libraries of the future into even sharper relief. Current academic and professional discussion on the subject of future libraries tends to give much greater attention to the idea of space. For example, the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) Libraries of the Future Project devoted a whole section to the topic in the supplement they produced for The Guardian newspaper (JISC, 2008). The development and maintenance of a UK website on the subject of designing libraries illustrates the interest in physical library space, including in the university sector (Designing Libraries 2012). There is a split between those who see that a number of trends (explored in more depth in the following pages) means that the physical space of the library has increased in importance (McDonald 2010), and those who see libraries of the future as virtual rather than physical entities (Campbell 2006). There are those who focus on the universal and enduring appeal of the library as a learning space (Watson 2010),
whilst others argue that the advent of digital information means we are operating in a totally new paradigm, and that space is now of low priority. Therefore, academic libraries should instead focus on more important aspects such as university-wide information management policies, and building strong relationships with faculties (Law 2009a). Whilst there does not seem to be a strong consensus on this debate, the fact that it is being debated at all demonstrates the increased importance of this issue in library and information science (see JISC 2009).

At the same time that the existence of the physical library is called into question, there is also a debate as to the purpose of the library. Whilst there is near universal consensus that academic libraries are about more than the physical collections which so preoccupied those writing in the mid twentieth century, the function of a modern university library is a hotly contested subject.

**Major Influencing Factors on University Library Space in 2012**

*Learning and Teaching Methods*

The role of physical space in the future of the library is being discussed a great deal more for a number of reasons. First, the idea of the library space as being increasingly social has gained popularity in recent years. In the United Kingdom, university library spaces such as the University of Sheffield’s Information Commons, the University of Warwick’s Learning Grid, and Glasgow Caledonian University’s Saltire Centre (JISC 2012) have been built in a way that responds to current ideas around the idea of the library as a social space. The huge cost and effort of the redesign, rebuilding, and refurbishment involved in these projects also indicates a belief that things will continue in this direction (Caldwell 2006). This idea of a ‘social’ library reflects trends such as a change in learning and teaching methods (Caldwell 2006). These new ways of working mean that, for example, having a space where users have to sit in silence, not eating or using mobile phones, is difficult to sustain. For Gayton (2008), this has led to a social rather than communal use of space of which he is critical, but this trend shows little signs of abating in the future (McDonald 2010).

This is a change in physical space that seems to be driven by students, as feedback from students displayed on a number of university websites suggest a preoccupation with space (Queen Mary 2011, University of East Anglia 2011). For example, three out of seven of the suggestions in the ‘You said, we did’ section of the Queen Mary, University of London’s library page directly relate to space issues. Space has also been a concern of library directors in recent years. For example, the SCONUL survey of 2008 revealed library space as the top concern of library directors (SCONUL 2008). Although space does seem to have declined as a concern in the survey (it had dropped to fifth place by 2010), this may well be because of other concerns, such as financial constraints, becoming more important, rather than space becoming less important (SCONUL 2010). Although these are
current rather than future concerns, this feedback demonstrates that physical space is a major concern going forward for students and library managers alike.

Changing Student Population

The changing nature of the student population also has a possible impact, as distance learning, online classes and part-time studying become more common (Staley and Malenfant 2010). This potentially has rather alarming implications for physical library space as students from these backgrounds, it is assumed, will access the library remotely rather than physically. This is connected to budget cutbacks in higher education, where students may struggle to afford to study in more traditional ways (Bowcott 2011). However, it has also been noted that some of these non-traditional students may struggle with electronic library resources, as they may not have used them due to age (Munde and Marks 2009). Therefore, some of these students may use the physical library more regularly than a young undergraduate would. However, the recent ‘Google Generation’ report does seem to dispel the idea that technical skills and the ability to use digital information efficiently is connected to age (JISC 2007). Nevertheless, overall it is envisaged that the very different student populations at different universities – with factors such as age of students, or whether most students live on campus – could potentially create much greater differences in terms of the use of space in academic libraries.

Technology

However, perhaps the most dwelt-upon aspect of the future of academic library space is the role of technology, and the growing use of online resources. This is an extremely broad area, but debate mainly centres around remote access to resources, including the use of mobile technology, and the growing willingness and desire of students to access information electronically; hence the trend for library collections to be digital rather than physical (as physical material is digitized and newer ‘born digital’ material comes into the collection). Indeed, this trend has meant that the University of Strathclyde, Scotland, has recently decided to reduce the physical space that the library occupied (Law 2009b). The decision to do this stands in stark contrast to some of the changes made by the University of Sheffield, the University of Warwick, and Glasgow Caledonian University (amongst many others) discussed above. However, the staff at the University of Strathclyde felt the future users of their library would be ‘digital natives’ (Prensky 2001) who would prefer to access their information virtually. Therefore, with the option to study at home (off or on campus) and access library resources using a computer or mobile phone, why would there be a need for physical library space? Derek Law, the Chief Librarian at the University of Strathclyde, saw little point in fighting for a huge library space which would have fewer and fewer users (Law 2009b).
A report by the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), USA, that looks at how libraries will have changed by the year 2025, even discusses the possibility of pop-up campuses where libraries are purely virtual, as universities have no permanent physical home and simply hire out space when it is needed (Staley and Malenfant 2010). The development of technology, especially handheld devices for accessing information such as e-readers, is seen as a major contributing factor to this trend (Staley and Malenfant 2010). The Horizon Reports over the past six years have consistently predicted the increased use of mobile technology (Johnson et al. 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011). However, most librarians in the ACRL report also emphasized the continued need for a physical library, and the human face and other facilities that virtual services would not be able to offer. It is emphasized that whilst it may be the case that technology may change how students use the physical space of the library, it does not necessarily mean that they will no longer use the library at all.

**Alternative Learning Spaces and Campus Libraries**

Whilst technology may be seen as a major ‘threat’ to library services, a more literal physical threat is the development of alternative learning spaces, separate from the library, such as computer rooms and ‘learning pods’ (Oblinger 2006). The current use and future of these spaces appears to be unclear. Whilst some universities have just one central library, far more have several different libraries, perhaps at a variety of different locations and campuses. It seems to be the case that both in the UK and overseas there is a move to diminish the number of libraries run by the university, along with a trend to get rid of campuses and centralize universities in one location (Bevan 2006, Newman 2009).

**Shared Services**

Other future trends include the increased joint use of library space – this is a relatively new idea in the United Kingdom, but is far more prevalent in other parts of the world (McNicol 2008, Peterson 2005). The university library space may increasingly be shared with further education or community colleges, health libraries, or even public libraries. The first shared university/public library space in England is being built as a partnership between Worcestershire County Council and the University of Worcester, to be known as ‘The Hive’ (Worcestershire County Council 2012). This could become more and more common as budgets are squeezed in both public services and the higher education sector (Keene and Fairman 2011).

Related to this is the idea of university libraries also housing other services, which has been the case in public libraries for many years (Hoare 2008). For example, the University of Leicester Library, which was rebuilt and reopened in 2008, has other non-library facilities such as a Careers Centre within the library building (Jones 2008). Academic libraries in the UK over the past 20 years have
already begun to incorporate related services, and many became converged services known as learning resources, or information services. Just as the move to more learning space is to a large degree student-led, it appears these converged and ‘super-converged’ services are a response to student demand (Appleton 2011: 86). It is also the case that they may be more cost-effective for universities than several separate and scattered student services (Appleton 2011: 87). These changes have typically involved accommodating computers into the space, but may indicate the beginnings of a new way of looking at libraries. The word ‘library’ seems to be back in vogue at the moment, but for many years libraries were under pressure to seek alternative names such as ‘learning resource centres’. The idea being that a learning resource centre encapsulates the qualities of the future library far more than the term ‘library’ itself, which conjures up images of dusty shelves (Weise 2004, Choy 2011).

**Library as a Symbol**

These concerns over the name of libraries indicate a feeling amongst librarians and information professionals that libraries be perceived as more than the physical collections. If people are no longer using libraries to access the physical books, journals, and other resources, the perception of libraries as places of knowledge and learning, where students and staff can go to think and learn, becomes even more important. As many writers point out, the view of libraries as symbolic centres of learning, culture, and much more has a long history from ancient times (Weise 2004, Demas 2005). However, the library of the past, including university libraries themselves, perhaps cultivated an image of a space which was more like a museum for books, rather than a centre of learning (Manoff 2001). If the feedback from current students is that there is not enough space, this indicates that, however unconsciously, they view libraries as more than the sum of their collections. Therefore, whilst previous predictions viewed university libraries as ever-expanding book warehouses, the current trend is for them to be viewed increasingly as places people go to ‘get serious’ (Freeman 2005: 3), as it is somewhere they associate with serious study and thought.

**Overview of this Book**

An aspiration for this book is that after it has been read, the reader will understand how university library space has developed over centuries and have an insight into what is influencing the space in the second decade of the second millennium. The book also aims to give the reader an informed vision about where university library space will go to as the century progresses. In order to understand where university library buildings are going it is important to have an insight into where they have come from. Professor John Feather provides this overview in Chapter 2, which
considers the history of university libraries and the space they have occupied. Over the years a variety of theories around physical space and university libraries have been aired, and these are explored by Eigenbrodt in Chapter 3. University libraries’ physical space currently has to be adapted and designed to accommodate both digital and paper collections. Issues relating to the digital library are addressed by Holley in Chapter 4, and Jones considers printed collections in Chapter 5. University libraries have to support the learning as well as the research activities of their wider organization. In Chapter 10 Jamieson considers how the library can provide a learning space, and Hill and Ramaswamy in Chapter 11 give an overview of research space provision. New university library space can be developed and provided by building a new library, by refurbishing an existing library, or by sharing a building with other services. In Chapter 7, Cannell considers approaches to refurbishment; developing a new university library is addressed by Banks in Chapter 6, and Appleton in Chapter 8 looks at the approaches that can be taken in sharing space with other university service providers. There is a range of management issues and concerns around the university library in the digital age. An aspect which has attracted recent significance is the development of the green, eco-friendly university library building. Matthews in Chapter 13 outlines issues involved in this, with examples. Having an effective and efficient work force for the university library and providing them with appropriate physical space is crucial. Purcell explores the issues around making sure this takes place in Chapter 9. It is also imperative that library managers can provide evidence and evaluation into how the university library physical space is being used. Iivonen and colleagues provide an example of one approach as to how this can be achieved in Chapter 12. The final chapter, Chapter 14, by considering the views of those addressing the issues of space and its use in university libraries now, looks to the future to anticipate what might impact upon university libraries and their spaces.
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